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Beardsley perfectly at home even on Watford's rice-field 
Watford ........ 1 Liverpool ...... 4  
Through all kinds of weather and on all manner of surfaces the quality of 
Liverpool will shine. No matter how foul the elements or how ludicrous the 
conditions, they can adapt to them, turn the difficult into the easy and transform 
a potential farce into yet another triumphant show-piece.  
Vicarage Road is not so much a pitch, more of a testing ground. Cut into a mosaic 
pattern it resembles a footballing skidpan. Players must perform on water, mud, 
grass and sand. They must do so with a ball that is liable to stick, skim, hop or 
jump.  
Add persistent rain, which dampened the arena, wind which dried it, opponents 
such as Watford, who were prepared to run willingly around it, and no one could 
have designed a more awkward proposition for Liverpool. For a dozen minutes 
even their first League defeat of the season seemed a possibility.  
Grobbelaar had tipped over Senior's drive and McClelland, without the 
goalkeeper's assistance, had lifted his attempt in the same direction. But once 
Liverpool had adjusted the afternoon became a sparkling exhibition studded with 
four gems. On a field more suitable for growing rice, their own simple game might 
have withered. Instead it flourished.  
No one made lighter of the heavy conditions than Beardsley. He scored two 
individual goals that would have been dazzling had the sun been shining on his 
back and had the earth been firm under his feet. Steve Harrison, the Watford 
manager, joked later that, 'I've just offered Pounds 25,000 for him.'  
He cost only Pounds 1.9 million.  
Harrison would also have preferred Barnes, a pupil he himself nurtured, for five 
years, to have been 'substituted 10 minutes into the first half rather than 10 
minutes from the end'.  
By then Barnes and Aldridge had tapped Liverpool into an unassailable lead, 
allowing Kenny Dalglish to introduce Molby for the first time this season.  
Although Harrison conceded that 'we couldn't get near them for those first 20 
minutes after the interval', his side never resorted to illegitimate tactics and their 
supporters, in spite of the damaging defeat, stood in appreciation after it was 
over. So, Watford and their crowd (at 23,838, the biggest since Liverpool's visit 
last season) deserved some consolation.  
Blissett, a substitute, provided it. He closed in on one club record (he is now six 
short of Barnett's total of 144 League goals for Watford) and broke another. In 
holding off Hansen to reach a through ball, he became the first player to beat a 
Liverpool goalkeeper in 11 fixtures.  
'If you have to concede a goal,' Dalglish said, 'it is better to concede one when you 
are four up.'  
But for Coton, the margin would have been even more substantial, but in 
accepting the size of the first League defeat since taking over, Harrison 
concentrated on the positive aspects, meagre though they were. In spite of their 
recent recovery, Watford remain a mere two points off the bottom of the first 
division and have played more games than their rivals.  
'We started and finished strongly,' he said. 'We must maintain our attitude and 
enthusiasm if we are going to stay up. We may have lost our bearings but we have 
to keep our heads up. This is our first setback and we've got to be able to handle 
it.'  
His audience was still left wondering if, within the next three months, Dalglish 
might be prompted to utter the same words.  
------------------------------------------------ WATFORD: ---------------------------------------------
--- A Coton; N Gibbs, W Rostron (sub: C Pullan), K Jackett, M Morris, J McClelland, 
W Sterling, M Allen, T Senior (sub: L Blissitt), G Porter, T Sherwood. -------------------
----------------------------- LIVERPOOL: ------------------------------------------------ B 
Grobbelaar; G Ablett, B Venison, S Nicol, N Spackman, A Hansen, P Beardsley, J 
Aldridge, R Houghton, J Barnes (sub: C Johnston). S McMahon (sub: J Molby). ------
------------------------------------------ Referee: A Cooper.  

 

 
Merseyside mudlarks 
Watford 1 Liverpool 4  
ANOTHER oozing display of superiority, exhibition football containing all shades of 
subtlety and class, proved that not even Division One's worst quagmire can drag 
Liverpool down to mortal standards this season.  
Beardsley in particular was at his pimpernel best, scoring twice, effervescing 
through the mud slicks and the sand, and destroying Watford's recent improved 
form.  
Deceptively, Watford had seared Liverpool in the opening minutes when Senior 
embarrassed Ablett and dug out a rising shot which Grobbelaar safely and 
theatrically parried.  
But although Watford competed well for almost half an hour, it was inevitable 
that Liverpool would convert superiority into goals, and after 29 minutes 
Beardsley did so. Barnes created the opening with a decoy run, Spackman 
provided the pass and Beardsley scored with a low shot from the left.  
In the second half, Liverpool helped themselves to three more goals, all of which 
came through the unselfish passing skill of Houghton.  
Beardsley and Barnes combined for Houghton to square the ball and Aldridge, 
with a predator's side-foot flick, netted his 21st of the season. Houghton then put 
Beardsley back into the goalmouth; Beardsley wrong-footed Morris, and danced 
around Coton and over the goalline, and on the hour Barnes, returning to his 
grooming ground, poached a goal when a Houghton cross glanced down off the 
head of Aldridge.  
So Beardsley now has eight goals in eight games. Something rarer was to happen, 
however, the first goal Liverpool had conceded for 993 minutes. They were too 
casual, finding the occasion almost disdainfully boring, and Nicol was asleep when 
Blissett ran through him, drew Grobbelaar and scored with ease.  
All that was left was for the crowd to rise in Watford's customary sporting manner 
to applaud Barnes, once their favourite son, when he was substituted. McMahon 
was also taken off. He and Barnes need to keep some freshness in their legs for 
Tel Aviv.  
Weather: blustery. Ground: muddy. Goals Beardsley (29 min) 0-1; Aldridge (48 
min) 0-2; Beardsley (50 min) 0-3; Barnes (60 min) 0-4; Blissett (74 min) 1-4.  
Watford (4-4-2): Coton; Gibbs Morris, McClelland, Rostron, (sub: Pulian 63 min); 
Sterling, Sherwood, Jackett, Porter; Senior (sub; Blissett 58 min), Allen.  
Liverpool (4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Venison, Hansen, Nicol, Ablett; Houghton, 
Spackman, McMahon (sub: Johnston 77 min) Barnes (sub: Molby 77 min); 
Aldridge, Bearsley.  
Referee: K Cooper (Pontypridd).  

 


